Original Dances of Samuel L. Lewis

This list is not exhaustive, but includes the most commonly done, completed Dances. Murshid also left several incomplete Dances and Dance-sketches--such as "The Moon Dance of the Goddess Isis." Many of these Dances are included in the booklet and tape/cd set Original Dances of Universal Peace of Murshid Samuel L. Lewis. The rest may be found in the 1980 edition of the Teachers Dance Manual.

"Dervish Dances"

Introductory Bismillah
Bismillah with Partners
Dervish Cycle
Zikr Devotional Dance
Dervish Zikr Dances 1 & 2
Ya Muhammad Abdullah
Three Wazifias Dance
Rassul Dance with Turns
Rahmat Dance
Rose Dance
Ya Hayy Ya Haqq
Ya Hayy Ya Haqq Partners Dance
Asalaam Aleikum Greeting Dance (2 versions, non-melodic)
Allah Snake Dance
Zikr Square Dance
Zikr of Blessing with Leader
Kalama Dance
Kalama Dance with Partners
Allaho Akbar Line Dance
Ceremony of the Heart

"Mantric Dances"

Ram Nam for Six and Five and other non-melodic Ram Nams (including Ram Nam Snake Dance, Ram Nam Partner Dance, Ram Nam w/ Grand Right and Left)
Hare Rama Hare Krishna Dance
Ram Sita Circle Dance and Ram Sita Thread the Needle
Om Nama Shivaya Square Dance (non-melodic)
Nembutsu Dance

"Angelic " and other Dances

'Tis the Gift to Be Simple
Hallelujah Snake Dance
Moon Dances
Message of God Dance (non-melodic)
Men's Sun Dance
Ram Dance
Beautiful Hu Dance
Chrysanthemum Dance